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ORDER
Memo No. 20/1-2012ET-I1(3)

Dated Panchkula, the 2.6.2017

That the Director of Elementary Education, Haryana has prepared
the combined merit list with the formula on the basis of joint merit
list provided by HSSC, that both recommendation lists of PRTs (i.e.
Cat-1/14 86 Cat-1/15) on dated 23.05.2017, due to non-availability
of candidates, the recruitment agency (HSTSB/HSSC) has
recommended the names of candidates belonging to same category
i.e. GEN, SC, BCA 86 BCB against the vacant posts of ESM-Gen,
ESM-SC, ESM-BCA 8s ESM-BCB and OSP-Gen, OSP-SC, OSP-BCA
86 OSP-BCB quota respectively in view of CS instructions No.
22/ 15-1992-3GS-III dated 07.10.2008 and 22/10/2010-iGS-III
dated 23.05.2014.
2 As per above formula, number of candidates selected (in 1st list)
against the vacant posts of ESM quota due to non-availability of
eligible candidates in various categories are shown as under:
Rest of Haryana (RoH)
Post remained Post filled
vacant
in by category
category
ESM-GEN
GEN
ESM-SC
SC
ESM-BCA
BCA
ESM-BCB
BCB
OSP-GEN
OSP-SC
OSP-BCA
OSP-BCB

3

GEN
SC
BCA
BCB

Cadre
Number of
candidates

Mewat Cadre
Post remained Post filled
vacant
in by
category
category

Number of
candidates

292
151
134
172

ESM-SC
ESM-BCA

SC
BCA

9
10

47
80
28
28

OSP-SC
OSP-BCA

SC
BCA

9
4

That ESM/OSP quota had been utilized by recommending
candidates of respective categories in 1St list. The Selection Board
has recommended 31, 2, 5, 9, 8, 1, 2 number of candidates in ESMGEN, ESM-SC, ESM-BCA, ESM-BCB, OSP-GEN, OSP-SC, OSP-BCA
respectively in the second list of recommendation. The modification
in posts has been carried out as per the instructions of Chief
Secretary to Govt. of Haryana vide No. 22/ 15-1992-3GS-III dated
07.10.2008 and 22/10/2010-iGS-III dated 23.05.2014. For
instance, the ESM-GEN candidates who were falling short in the
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category have been added from the General category. Likewise ESMSC category was falling short of 151 candidates and these have been
added from the SC Category.
4 That the Department has revised the requisition in respect of
backlog posts of PHC (Locomotor) & PHC (Low vision) categories in
both cadres. 173 posts of backlog in RoH cadre and 22 posts of
backlog in Mewat cadre was shifted from PHC (Low vision) category
to PHC (Locomotor) respectively HSTSB vide dated 08.11.2013 has
also issued corrigendum in this respect and sent recommendation
according to revised figures.
5 That combined merit list has been revised by considering original
category of such candidates who are selected against ESM quota in
respective categories.
Details of Rest of Haryana Cadre
1.

Total requisition for 8763 posts of PRTs was sent to
HSTSB/HSSC, against which 8381 recommendations were
received in first list (Cat-1/14) and 1864 received in second
list (Cat-1/15). In addition, 674 were recommended in waiting
of first list (Cat.-1/2014) and 231 waiting in second list (Cat.1/2015) respectively.

2.

Consequent upon direction &removal of stay by Hon'ble
Court, appointment letters were issued to 7020 candidates
belonging to let list only, on dated 27.04.2017, whereas
appointment to 1361 candidates of 1st list has been kept
withheld due to various reasons (FSL report not received
yet/no definite opinion/ absent etc.).

3.

That combined merit list/revised merit list of both selections
has been prepared as per list received from HSSC and as
directed by the Hon'ble Court vide order dated 08.05.2017.
Resultantly, 7221 candidates from first list and 1266 from
second list (total 8487), having top merits in respective
categories comes under zone of appointment (as per posts
advertised).
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4.

That 1160 candidates from first list and 598 candidates from
second list do not come under zone of consideration for
appointment as per posts advertised.

5.

That out of 7020 candidates to whom appointment letters
have been issued on 27.04.2017, total 6037 candidates are
entitled for appointment as per combined merit list. Therefore,
process regarding posting of 6037 candidates in schools will
be on 'Provisional basis'. The same will be initiated as per
directions regarding allotment of stations already given to
DEEOs.

6.

During issuing appointment letters to first list on 27.04.2017,
appointment to 983 candidates have already been offered
which actually do not come under zone of consideration for
appointments as per posts advertised as per new interim
order dated 8.05.2017. The appointment letters of these 983
who does not fall under zone of consideration as per posts
advertised, has to be withdrawn by passing speaking orders.
The DEEOs will conduct the procedure of withdrawal of
candidature as they are the appointing authority. The DEEOs
will issue notice of 5 days to such candidates and thereafter
will pass speaking order by giving an opportunity of hearing
to the candidates. The process of withdraw of candidature
and giving appointment to the candidates- of joint merit lists
will be carried out simultaneously.

7.

In view of the order dated 08.05.2017 and after preparing
combined merit list, 1266 candidates in second list come
under zone of consideration for appointment. Out of which on
the basis of positive report received from SCRB, appointment
letters can be given to 714 candidates and for rest of 552
candidates, appointment letters can be kept in abeyance, for
whom report from FSL is still awaited.

8.

That 54 vacancies shall be kept reserved as directed by the
Hon'ble Court in LPA 686 of 2016 titled as Pardeep Kumar.
Since, the categories of those candidates have not been
specified, General category for RoH/Mewat cadre will be kept
reserved as per Order of Court.
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Details Regarding Mewat Cadre
1.

That total requisition for 1107 posts of PRTs was sent to
HSTSB/HSSC, against which 1081 recommendations were
received in first list (Cat-2/14) and 362 received in second list
(Cat-2/15). In addition, 89 were recommended in waiting of
first list (Cat.-1/2014) and 50 waiting in second list (Cat.1/2015) respectively.

2.

That consequent upon direction 85 removal of stay by Hon'ble
Court, appointment letters were issued to 887 candidates
belonging to 1st list only, on dated 27.04.2017, whereas
appointment to 194 candidates of 1st list has been kept
withheld due to various reasons (FSL report not received
yet/no definite opinion/ absent etc.).

3.

That combined merit list of both selections has also been
prepared as directed by the Hon'ble Court. Resultantly, 799
candidates from first list and 285 from second list (total
1084), having top merits in respective category, comes under
zone of appointment (as per posts advertised).

4.

That 282 candidates from first list and 77 candidates from
second list do not come under zone of consideration for
appointment as per posts advertised.

5.

That out of 887 candidates to whom appointment letter have
been issued on 27.04.2017, total 645 candidates are entitled
for appointment as per combined merit list also. Therefore,
process regarding posting of 645 candidates in schools will be
on 'Provisional basis'. The same will be initiated as per
directions regarding allotment of stations already given to
DEEOs.

6.

During issuing appointment letters to first list on 27.04.2017,
appointment to 242 candidates have already been offered
which actually do not come under zone of consideration for
appointments as per posts advertised. Therefore, in view of
the order dated 08.05.2017, the appointment letters of these
242 who do not fall under zone of consideration as per posts
advertised has to be withdrawn by passing speaking orders.
The DEEOs will conduct the procedure of withdrawal of
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candidature. The DEEOs will issue notice of 5 days to such
candidates and thereafter will pass speaking order by giving
an opportunity of hearing to the candidates. The 'process of
withdraw of candidature and giving appointment to the
candidates of joint merit lists will be carried out
simultaneously.
7.

In view of the order dated 08.05.2017 and after preparing
joint seniority list 285 candidates in second list comes under
zone of consideration for appointment. Out of which on the
basis of positive report received from SCRB, appointment
letters can be given to 157 candidates and for rest of 128
candidates appointment letters can be kept in abeyance, for
whom report from FSL is still awaited.

That there are 18 candidates in RoH cadre and 13 in Mewat Cadre
who have been selected in both lists (i.e. in list-1 on basis of
experience and in list-2 on basis of HTET with revised merit). Out of
these double selected candidates, 12 of RoH cadre and 10 of Mewat
Cadre have become entitled at both the instances for appointment
in combined merit list. It has been decided to consider their one
instance for appointment as per combined merit, so that another 22
candidates can be offered appointment in combined list.
Furthermore, out of above mentioned 22 candidates who are
entitled for appointment in both lists, appointment orders to 12
candidates are not yet issued due to remarks of 'Absentee' in
verification process. Since, they are selected on the basis of
experience in 1st list and have also cleared their HTET in 2013. It
been decided that they will appear before SCRB on 20.6.2017 at
BOSE Bhiwani, alongwith other absentees for verification of their
thump impression so that appointment letters to these 12
candidates are issued.
7 A separate notification will be issued specifying the time limit by
which candidates selected on the basis of teaching experience will
have to clear the HTET examination.
8 It is hereby ordered that requirement of verification of Character
and antecedents of candidates selected against advertisement No.
2/2012 Cat. No. 1 and Cat. No. 2 on the post of PRT's /JBT's in
year 2014 may be Completed after joining.
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This re-determination of merit list and adjustment in appointment
is necessitated in view of the second interim order of the Hon'ble
High Court dated 8.5.2017. This is because the order stipulates
appointment on the basis of joint merit list, but limited only to the
extent of posts advertised. Thus, for various categories joint merit
list has been drawn up, which indicates that (983+242=1225)1225
teachers given/ offered appointment in the first instance are no more
entitled to appointment as their relative position in the combined
merit list does not entitle them for appointment, if it is limited to the
advertised number.
10 That DEEOs are directed to give appointment to those in merit list
who are now higher in merit and will give a notice to those now not
entitled and that their appointment is being cancelled w.e.f.
6.6.2017 and that they be asked to give reasons as to why the
cancellation of appointment be withdrawn by 9.6.2017, failing
which it would be assumed that they have no plea against the said
cancellation of appointment. This notice of cancellation of
appointment be put up in the office notice boards of DEE and
DEEOs concerned and in the Department website.
11 That the list of such candidates district wise reviewed/cancelled
from 1st list and appointment on the basis of combined merit list is
given in annexure 'A' 86 'B' respectively.
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Dr. Vandana Disod'a H S
Joint Secretary chool Ed cation
for Additional Chief Secretary Haryana
School Education Department Chandigarh
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